Singapore’s affluent and high net worth investors show
increased interest in sustainable investing
Global study shows that Singapore investors are pivoting towards Sustainable Development
Goals of Clean Water and Sanitation and Good Health and Well-Being
13 July 2020, Singapore – Standard Chartered Private Bank’s Sustainable Investing Review
2020 highlights the resilience of investor interest in sustainable investments amidst market
disruptions due to COVID-19. The pandemic has led to a raised awareness of sustainable issues,
from glimpsing a more sustainable and environmentally friendly world to a renewed interest in
investing in companies that are resilient enough to weather short-term shocks and survive for the
long term. As many as 90 per cent of global investors surveyed said they are interested in
sustainable investments, with 42 per cent planning to invest 5 to 15 per cent of their funds in
sustainable investments over the next three years.
The Private Bank’s third annual survey covered around 1,000 investors with a specific focus on
affluent and high net worth (HNW) investors in Singapore, Hong Kong (HK), the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and the United Kingdom (UK). Each market contained three sub-groups of
respondents: general investors with a minimum of USD25,000 of investible wealth1, affluent
investors with a minimum of USD1 million of investible wealth and high net worth (HNW) investors
with a minimum of USD5 million of investible wealth.

Sustainable Investing in Asia
Interest in sustainable investing in Asia continues to grow. Over the next three years, 43 per cent
of investors in Asia said they are considering putting 5 to 15 per cent of their funds in sustainable
investments, with 8 per cent looking to invest more than 25 per cent. 39 per cent of those in
Singapore considered allocating 5 to 15 per cent towards sustainable investments. Those who
had invested in sustainable investments in the past indicated a willingness to invest further.

1

The UK sample included affluent and HNW investors only, not general investors.
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Investors’ interests vary across geographies and SDG priorities reflect current climate
Cultural nuances and local market experiences play a big part in influencing investor personalities
and their investment approaches. The effect of the pandemic is also clearly reflected in this year’s
findings, which highlighted investors’ focus on areas that build resilience against future crises.
Nearly 50 per cent of global respondents rated the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) of Clean Water and Sanitation and Good Health and Well-Being as being of higher
importance.
The focus on Good Health and Well-Being is reflected strongly amongst the Private Bank’s clients.
The Private Bank has seen a 50 per cent year-on-year increase in asset under management
(AUM) in recommended healthcare funds, which was largely driven by interest around COVID-19
and the presentation of more healthcare funds to clients. There were also lower drawdowns yearto-date (YTD) in healthcare funds and during the market pullback in March 2020, highlighting the
resilience of the sector. This strong performance stands out when compared to the broader equity
market in particular, which has fallen 15.0 per cent YTD (MSCI ACWI, as of 14 Apr 2020) versus
the funds’ performance. The Private Bank expects the healthcare sector as a whole to benefit and
grow over the long run in response to the outbreak.
In relation to investors’ consideration for further investments, the report reveals that affluent and
HNW investors are generally willing to consider allocating funds towards sustainable investments,
regardless of whether they have previous experience in making such investments.

Future sustainable investments being considered by affluent and HNW
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Facilitating interests and removing barriers
Consistent with previous studies, this year’s survey shows that investors lack knowledge about
how to meet social and impact goals that are of interest to them. 98 per cent of affluent investors
are interested in sustainable investing, but 93 per cent are apprehensive about investing in this
area. 45 per cent of Singapore’s affluent and HNW investors were highly apprehensive about
sustainable investing.

Banks therefore play a critical role in providing essential guidance to clients to unlock the growing
momentum for sustainable investing. Besides the lack of knowledge and apprehension, the other
top barriers to investment in this segment are lack of motivation and advice.

Amongst global respondents, affluent and HNW investors in Singapore ranked the highest in
understanding what sustainable living, responsible investing and social investing means. They,
however, fall behind the UAE and the UK when it comes to familiarity with impact investing and
second to HK in environmental, social and governance (ESG) investing, ethical investing, low
carbon investing and socially responsible investing (SRI).

Personality influences investment approach
The survey identifies five investor personality types – Optimisers, Impact Believers, Cautious,
Resistant and Apathetic – that influence sustainable investing decisions. Of these, the Impact
Believers stand out with their high interest in sustainable investing and low apprehension towards
such investments; investors in HK make up around one-third of this group. In comparison,
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investors in Singapore account for 43 per cent of the Resistant group, which has similar wealth
but lower income to Optimisers. They tend to have a high preference for avoiding investments
that are unethical or could do harm to the environment or to society but a low interest in
sustainable investing.

This finding is consistent with the Investor Personality Study 2020 released in April 2020, which
underpins the Bank’s approach to serving clients. By identifying the needs of individual investors
based on their personality type, the Bank is able to offer customised advice to help clients achieve
better investment outcomes and avoid pitfalls, particularly during times of market uncertainty.

Sumeet Bhambri, Regional Head of Wealth Management, ASEAN and South Asia and Head of
Wealth Management, Singapore, Standard Chartered Bank, said:
“There is definitely heightened interest and greater demand among investors in Singapore
to make a positive impact on society and the environment, while still achieving their
financial goals. What is important is closing the gap between investor interest and
awareness of the ESG solutions available to them. Since we started an ESG awareness
campaign in June 2020, investor interest has surged, and we have seen a 90 per cent
AUM growth in ESG funds offered on our platform. Our goal at the end of the day is to
help clients make better informed decisions when investing in companies that incorporate
ESG criteria and practices to improve the risk assessment and long-term return profile of
their investments and future-proof their portfolios.”

-endsFor more information, please contact:
Carol Alisha Chan
Corporate Affairs
Tel: +65 8611 5190
Email: Carol-HY.Chan@sc.com

Amanda Lee
Corporate Affairs
Tel: +65 9183 5792
Email: Amanda.Lee1@sc.com
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About Standard Chartered Singapore
Standard Chartered Bank in Singapore is part of an international banking group, with more than
150 years of history in some of the world's most dynamic markets. Our purpose is to drive
commerce and prosperity through our unique diversity, and our heritage and values are
expressed in our brand promise, Here for good.

The Bank has a history of 160 years in Singapore, where we opened our first branch in 1859. In
October 1999, we were among the first international banks to receive a Qualifying Full Bank (QFB)
licence, an endorsement of the Group's long-standing commitment to our business in the country.

Singapore is home to the majority of our global business leadership, our technology operations,
as well as SC Ventures, our innovation hub. In 2013, the Bank transferred our Singapore Retail
and SME businesses to a locally incorporated subsidiary, Standard Chartered Bank (Singapore)
Limited ("SCBSL"). And in May 2019, we fully consolidated our business operations in Singapore
through the transfer of our Commercial Banking, Corporate & Institutional Banking and Private
Banking businesses to SCBSL. SCBSL is one of the highest-rated banks globally: A1/Stable by
Moody’s Investor Services, A/Stable by Standard & Poor’s and A/Stable by Fitch Ratings.

In Singapore, we support both individual and corporate needs to build wealth and drive commerce
at every step of their journey. We do this by offering an entire range of financial services across
personal, priority and private banking as well as our business, commercial and corporate banking
teams. The Bank has a network of 16 branches, 5 Priority Banking centres, 1 International
Banking and Priority Private Centre and 27 ATMs. For more information please visit
www.sc.com/sg.
About Standard Chartered Private Bank
Standard Chartered Private Bank provides private banking services to clients across Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and Europe, through onshore booking centres in Singapore, HK, Dubai, India,
London, and Jersey. We also offer global Trust and Fiduciary capabilities through our Singapore
centre. Our aspiration to be the private bank of choice among generations of entrepreneurs is
built on Standard Chartered’s inherent strengths: a heritage of some 160 years in international
banking, a presence in 60 of the world’s most dynamic markets, and a strong understanding of
growth markets. Through our global team of around 1000 employees, our relationship managers,
investment advisors and product specialists have a deep understanding of our footprint markets
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and client needs, enabling them to connect our clients to an extensive range of wealth
opportunities across our network. For more information, please visit here. For more stories and
expert opinions please visit Insights at sc.com. Follow Standard Chartered on Twitter, LinkedIn
and Facebook.

General Disclaimer
Standard Chartered PLC, the ultimate parent company of Standard Chartered Bank, together with
its other branches and subsidiaries form the Standard Chartered Group. Standard Chartered
Private Bank is the private banking division of Standard Chartered. Private banking activities may
be carried out internationally by different legal entities and affiliates within the Standard Chartered
Group (each, an “SC Group Entity”) according to local regulatory requirements. Not all products
and services are provided by all branches, subsidiaries and affiliates within the Standard
Chartered Group. Some of the SC Group Entities only act as representatives of the Standard
Chartered Private Bank and may not be able to offer products and services or offer advice to
clients. They serve as points of contact only.

In Singapore, Standard Chartered Private Bank is the private banking division of Standard
Chartered Bank (Singapore) Limited, (Registration No. 201224747C) (GST Group Registration
No. MR-8500053-0).

In HK, Standard Chartered Private Bank is the private banking division of Standard Chartered
Bank (HK) Limited (“SCBHK”), a subsidiary of Standard Chartered PLC. SCBHK has its registered
address at 32/F, Standard Chartered Bank Building, 4-4A Des Voeux Road Central, HK and is
regulated by the HK Monetary Authority and registered with the Securities and Futures
Commission to carry on Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities), Type 6
(advising on corporate finance) and Type 9 (asset management) regulated activity under the
Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) (CE No. AJI614).

In Jersey, Standard Chartered Private Bank is the Registered Business Name of the Jersey
Branch of Standard Chartered Bank. Standard Chartered Bank, Jersey Branch is regulated by
the Jersey Financial Services Commission. The principal place of business of the Jersey Branch
of Standard Chartered Bank is: 15 Castle Street, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8PT.
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Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853
Reference Number ZC18. The Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1
Basinghall Avenue, London, EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority. The Jersey Branch of Standard Chartered Bank is also an authorised financial services
provider under license number 44946 issued by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority of the
Republic of South Africa.

In the United Kingdom, Standard Chartered Bank (trading as Standard Chartered Private Bank)
is an authorised financial services provider (licence number 45747) in terms of the South African
Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2002.

Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853
Reference Number ZC18. The Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1
Basinghall Avenue, London, EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority.

Standard Chartered Bank, Dubai International Financial Centre having its offices at Dubai
International Financial Centre, Building 1, Gate Precinct, P.O. Box 999, Dubai, UAE is a branch
of Standard Chartered Bank and is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”).
In the DIFC we are authorised to provide financial services only to clients who qualify as
Professional Clients and Market Counterparties and not to Retail Clients. As a Professional Client
you will not be given the higher retail client protection and compensation rights and if you use
your right to be classified as a Retail Client we will be unable to provide financial services and
products to you as we do not hold the required license to undertake such activities.

For Islamic transactions, we are acting under the supervision of our Standard Chartered Bank
Global Shariah Supervisory Committee. Relevant information on our Shariah Supervisory
Committee is currently available on the Standard Chartered Bank website in the Islamic banking
section at: www.sc.com/en/banking/islamic-banking/.
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